Election of Queen

attan

flailuting fur homecoming
cen continues today, with
polling places located iiiitidkie
It’.’ cafeteria and in front of the
spartan bookstore.
l’hotograplis of the 30 con, otialliS are posted at each 5(5 b.f.% ill
their seflail t4Iilil
lection. Ti’.. mend -finalists n all
la. ’,elected.

Free Shots

a

Full-time ’students can get
free polio shots In the Health
building tomorross after ,,,,,, n
from I-4 p.m.. according to Mrs.
Helen Smith, registered nurse.
The shots will cost 30 cents
for part-time students, faculty
and staff. she said.
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House Un-American Activities Clubs Plan Spartans, Tribe Renew Grid
Allen-Kennon
Committee Called ’Most Vital’ Political TalkWarat
Palo Alto Tomorrow
fr

By JAI THOM\ \ 1 1)SUN
The House Committee on I. it -American l.l I ties is "the inost %ital.. of the 26
The Young Republicans and the
committees to come out of Washington. Karl Prtilott, communist for 26 years and FBI
informant for nine, said last night to a near-capacity crowd in the Concert hall of the a debate between the two candidates for the post of Assemblyman
Music building. Prussion’s speech on "Continunisin and the- American Youth" was ac- for the 29th district.
- - companied by a controversial film**

lastsis Greeks
Collect $600
For Charity

of the San Francisco "riots" of
May protesting the Committees hearings in the City hall.
CLEANED ’PIG PEN’
Under the auspices of Gavel and
Rostrum. campus speech organization, Prussion told of his pers onal experiences while a member of
the Communist party In the United States. He noted that the
House Committee has a "dirty
job cleaning up a dirty pig pen."
Mimeographed literature describing alleged "distortions" in
the film, and copies of the J. Edgar Hoover report on the "Cornmunist strategy and tactics" during the San Francisco "riots"
were handed out at the door by
SJS students and Don Cornish,
member of the Free Men Against
Communism organization, supporting Pruesion’s appearances.

TASC REBUKED
The sheets depictMg "distortions" in the film were originally
to be handed out officially by
TASC, campus political party,
members, Frank Cieciorka, member. said. But, he said, TASC received a letter this afternoon from
Brent Davis, ASB executive secretary, stating that no ASB recognized organization may distribute literature unless approved by
the Student Activities Board under the threat of loss of campus
recognition. "T am assuming full
personal responsibility," Cieciorka.
I
stated,
The film, titled "Operation Abolition" and produced from newsreel film of the student demonstrations by the public relations
department of the Un-American
Acti% ities Committee, depicted allogo! communist participation in
and direction of the May 12-24
demonstrations.
At one point during the film,
the narrator was describing
how a student "jumped a harrier
tried to grab a policeman’s
mehtstick." a member of the audience exclaimed "Let’s see it!"

A total al $60ii was eolleel,
by 120 volunteer workers fir
SJS fraternities and sororities furl Ramifications of the master plan
the United Fund drive Tuesday.
to revitalize the San Jose downAccording to Gwen Jorgensen town were presented to city leadof the Activities office, the Greeks le_rs yesterday in the Civic audiwere augumented by a group of torium.
volunteers from the Student
"The plan makes special point
Nurses association,
of not separating the college from
Houses represented in the drive downtown San Jose" said Larry
were: Alpha Tau Omega, Pi Kappa i Livingston, co-owner of one of two
Alpha, Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma I firms which were contracted to
Alpha Epsilon. Sigma Chi, Alpha prepare the plan.
Chi Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Fourth st. will be part of a loop
Alpha Phi, Chi Omega, Delta Gamma. Delta Zeta. Gamma Phi Beta, of freeways surrounding the downKappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Delta, town core. Santa Clara St. to San
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi Mu, Salvador at. will be depressed and
four parking garages will be built
and Sigma Kappa.
over the right of way.
"These garages will not be expeeled to solve the college parking problem, however," said Livingston. "The state already has
plans to build two garages that
ill house 4000 cars. he said.

Deadline Tuesday
To Apply for AWS
Chairmen Positions

Another of the features in the
plan that could possibly affect
SJS students is an apartment area
.,,el,ited that is planned south of Park at
Applications f
Women Students committee chair- and east of Vine at.
men will be accepted until Tues"Married students or students
day, according to Penny Patch.
sharing apartments would’ be inpublicity chairman.
terested in this area because of its
Offices to be filled are: Christlocation," stated Livingston.
chairman.
mas door decoration
The 25-year-plan is broken down.
student -faculty chairman, March
Melodies chairman arid community into four stages. Completion of the
Fourth at. freeway’ is scheduled in
service chairman.
Applicants must have a clear the 1979-84 period. The plan. if
standing and a 2.0 grade point adopted as it Was presented yesaverage. March Melodies chair- terday, would cost the city $7,170,man must be a junior or a senior. 001)
Applications are available at the
Student Union or the Student A,
tisities office.

Nixon, Kennedy Cover New
Ground on Fourth Telecast
Presidential hopefuls Sen. John
Kennedy and Vice President Rich and Nixon faced the nation over
t,levision for the third time last
night, before what was believed
be the largest "audience" of all
time.
The candidates were asked queseons by newsmen on national and
international issues. On the issues
In ought up, the nominees’ views
11.1‘7’(!, in part, as follows:
mil V,

:HOMO.

rorillOMA

’1 An attack on the islands
: IA‘ a "prelude to an attack
,.11 Formosa," and the U.S. would
lientor the treaty with Formosa.
Kennedy: "We must meet our
’ II ment to Formosa
. . hut
Hands (Quemoy and Matsui
worth the bones of Ameri-

Leonomie Growth
Kennedy: Maintained that the

Organizations Must

Si Leaders
See Change
Downtown

U.S. was below Russia last year
in economic growth - U.S. will
need 25,000 new jobs per year.
Nixon: "America has not been
standing still . . . but we have to
move into distressed areas ... use
our talents adequately."
Unionstrike arbitrations
Nixon: "Laws are needed to give
the resident powers to deal with
major strikes . , . should not have
seizure or intervention . . . need
more arbitration.
Kennedy: Stated that he does
not suggest’ compulsory arbitration, but desires additional presidential powers fact-finding and
"possibly seizure."

107 More Deaths
So Far In 1960
Say Highway Cops

All students have been invited
to watch the debate which will
probably include the question of
budgets for state colleges, an is aye which has recently been prom,
inent in local news.

The Student Council Wednesday
voted a donation of $350 toward
the construction of a float this
year to be made especially for
San Jose State’s homecoming
queen and attendants.
The royal float, first in SJS
history, will be made by the Associated Independent Students, according to AIS President Barney
Goldstein.
"Preliminary sketches are being
drawn up by Bert Swanson," Goldstein said, "and will probably be
available by Monday night’s meeting of the AIS."
The AIS was approached recently with the idea of building the
royal float and a gathering of
nearly 200 Independents voted the

construction. Previously the queen
and her attendants rode in convertible automobiles during homecoming parade festivities.
"The physical work will begin at
Monday’s meeting," Goldstein said,

adding that a formal homecoming
float committee and its various
sub-committees will be chosen.
Goldstein said the AIS will meet
Monday at 7 p.m. in S142 with all
independents urged to attend.

Foreign Service
Talk Set Tonight
Foreign Service officer Lewi,
D. Brown will speak to student,.
interested in the work of the U.S
State Department today at 2:30
p.m. in E118.
Now serving on the Bureau of
European Affairs in Washington
D.C.. Mr. Brown is past economic
officer to Leopoldville and h a s
served both as a political ’ and
economic officer in Canada a nd
Paris. France.
His talk will he timely as applications for the Foreign Service
Exam are due Oct. 24 with the
examination scheduled for Dec.
10 in 65 cities across the United
States.
Arrangements for his campus
visit were made by Dr. S. Laird
Swagert, professor of political science and Dr. Edward Clements,
student placement director.

Foundation Drive
Zips Over $15,000

Discussion Sunday
-By Episcopal Group

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES Richard Nixon and John Kennedy
discuss political issues following the second of four TV debates
held last week. On the third debate last night the candidates cited
their views on topics not previously covered on the telecasts.

Stanford No.
No. San Jose State
Pos.
81 Oscar Donahue ....LE Dale Ostrander 32
Phil Toorvald 77
84 Bill McGrath
LT
64 Carl Mitchell
Don Peter 61
LG
C
Chris Cottle 54
53 Hank Chamness
RG Ron Fernandes 65
66 Dick Erler
78 John Sutro
RI
C. B. Simons 71
88 Paul Lorentzen
RE
Rich Hearney 87
15 Mike Jones
QB.... Dick Norman 18
23 Mac Burton
Mac Wylie 34
LH
21 Willie Williams ..RH
Gil Dowd 38
32 Kent Rockholt
FB
Skip Face 42

Council Votes $350 Donation
For Homecoming Queen Float

Patrol
ma
The t
has released figures showing an increase of 107 traffic fatalities for
the first nine months of this year
as compared to the same period
last year.
Traffic deaths total 2664 as of
Sept. 30 according to Bradford M.
Crittenden (’HP Commissioner. He
pointed out that vehicle registration has also increased, however
speeding. drunk drivers and improper turns still remain in the
primary causes of most accidents.
The school year has so far remained free of traffic fatalities involving SJS students. However,
last year a total of six students
The Spartan Foundation has
and two staff members from SJS
passed the $15,000 mark, as of
were killed in auto accidents.
Oct. 1, in its 1960 drive for funds,
reports Bill Hubbard, professor of
physical education.
The foundation will continue to
collect donations to aid SJS clubs
and organizations through December. in its 1960 campaign. A goal
of $20,000 has been set for this
year.

Fulfill Requirements
II ASII-letogniztal
organizations received notice Monday from
Miss Janet Douglas, associate
dean of students, that they must
fulfill two requirements in order
to keep their recognition.
Dean Douglas called for a II
groups to attend the Student Activities board organizational meeting on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
T1155. She further reminded that
revised lists of officers must he
turned in to the activities office.
A1lne242. by today’.

Bruce Allen, the Republican
candidate and incumbent, and Jack
Kennon, the Democratic candidate
have agreed to meet each other
Monday at 12:30 p.m. in the Inner
Quad to discuss major state and
local issues, according to spokesmen for the YRs and YDs.

The Res. It .1
k tIi
1111
a discussion by the Episcopal supper group Sunday at 6:45 p.m. in
the Christian center, 300 S. 10th
at.. reports Barbara E. Arnold.
The Rev. Clark is rector of the
Church of the Transfiguration in
San Mateo.
"Which Side of the Puzzle Are
You?" a question relating to the
Christian faith, is the discussion
topic.

Cards Rate
Slight Edge
Over State

LEGISLATORS listen sharply as Dr. James Enoch, of Los Anbeles,
describes how his school cuts educational cost almost in half with
television. The state subcommittee on educational television met
on campus in F0104 yesterday. Back of head belongs to assemblyman John Collier.
’

4..A1:1 I 51.511K
*tip,n Editor
is grid rivalry that dates bark
to the turn of the century re-time- tomorrow at Palo Alto
when
’mach Bob Titchenal’s
8partatc- clash head-on with
Jack Curtice. Indians at 1:30
p.m. in mammoth Stanford stadium with its 90,000 seating capacity.
No me expects the huge bowl
to he anywhere near filled, but
it’s a safe bet the 25 or 30,000
, fans who do show up will see an
aerial show, second only to a
Fourth of July fireworks display,
I when Dick Norman of the Indians
and Mike Jones and Chon Gallegos of the Spartans begin to
cut loose.
POSSIBLE FREE-FOR-ALL
IThe game looms as a repetition
of last year’s wild and wooly free- for -all that finally went to th.
Indians. 54-38.
Stanford. with one of its poorer
teams. will not be heavily favored.
despite the 33-0 pasting suffered
r,y the Spartans at the hands of
wegon last week.
Titchenal hopes to write the
’,lick tilt off the hook as. "a had
by staging an upset over
Ue Tribe that has lost only once
,, San Jose in 16 games between
-Ile two schools
WITHOUT A WIN
Making the Indians all the more
atgerous tomorrow is the fact
:at the Palo Altans have b,sen
lable to crack the win col mn
Is year, and to lose to the Sperms would only add insult to in Dick Norman. the nation’s leading passer last season, has been
unable to generate a sustained
passing attack. in part due to his
own inaccuracies and in part due
I’ a lack of top caliber receivers.
Halfback Mac Wylie, who has
been on the Stanford injury list
since early in the season, has been
given the go ahead and should
he of considerable help in both
the Stanford ground and aeria’
game.
I

1. i is -T S’. lout T
, ;
-around
Sktt, , ,
fullback, is one if the best in the
, nation and considered an important cog in the Indians’ running
game
, Stanford will be minus the ser,
ices of tackle and co-captain.
Dean Hinshaw. halfback Tim RanDr. James Enoch. of Los Angesel. center Doug Pursell and see.
state college, cited figures
eral others. all shelved with infrom the school’s own television
program that seemed to indicate : juries.
San .lose has been more foruipati:ogelraasmses sy-aschechneaupc.erre
say-than tunate in the "physical fitness"
ing," commented legislator, John column Only end Gene BndgleY
Collier, who had sharply (rues- and fullback Ken Taylor are on
tioned Dr. Enoch on the costs of the injury list. Badgley is still
the two-unit presentation. Costs hobbling with a hanged up knee
appeared to be cut about in half. and Taylor. who hurt his knee on
the first play of the Brigham
20,00a VIEWERS
It was assemblyman Collier who Young game, has dropped football
made the comment on "upgrading for the season to save his eligibilour society," after hearing Dr.i ity for next year.

TV Boon to Education
Say Hearing Witnesses

Dr. Richard B. Lewis. head .
the SJS audio-visual department.
told a state assembly subcommittee meeting here yesterday that
the college expects to begin a
massive program in educational
television next year.
Dr. Lewis was one of 12 witnesses to appear before the assembly Ways and Means subcommittee on education television,
headed by Charles Conrad of Hollywood.
’
EFFECTIVE PRACTICAL
The subcommittee. meeting in
FOIG4 during most of the morn.’ Hector Lee of Chico state college
If the Spartans. whose running
ing and afternoon, was told al- relate that his school’s program
igre sputtered and fizzled to a
outdrew
"I
Love
Lucy"
by
about
educators
most unanimously by
, minus 29 yards against Oregon.
from nine of the state colleges 1000 viewers in a morning session. can move the ball ore the ground.
and UCLA that television in or out, -We had an audience of 20.000 the Indians will have a double
of the classroom is effective, prac- besides our students."
threat to contend with.
tical and a "means of upgrading . The only objection of the proClaire Appledoorn, Oscar theta
gram. Dr. Dallas Moller of Fressociety" as well as the student.
,1 Jim Cadile at the 11,1
It has worked so well at SJS, no state college lold the subs,,
ntinned on Page Si
Dr. Lewis told the assemblymen., millet% comes front the profes,...
that "We are going to put 200 themselves.
"We haven’t been able to en.. ’Moby Dick’ Tonight
students from English A on a
television basis, that is, on a part- tice a professor to go through the
Herman MeIsille a classic,
time basis, -as well as half the television, process a second time. -Moby Dick," will be presented
expected 1200 lower division en -I Possibly because we don’t pay tonight at the Friday Flicks in
rollment in Health nd Hygiene 11, them extra and there is about 30 Morris Dailey auditorium at 7:30.
and 500 students from the audicPlrh,?Itikrms
week of exacting prepa- The show is open to students and
visual depart ment.
the public. Admission is 25 cents.

?

URTAN DAILY

Thrust and Parry

Phi Mu Alpha
SJS and the ’Core Plan’ Plans Recital

Editorial

-

Frith"’ (let 14 14641

The proposed -fact,lifting- of the downtown area was formalty presented yesterday to city leaders.
A special effort was made by the planners to keep the college from being separated front the core of the sit’..
The report pointed out that the approximately 15.000 stn.
dents and 1350 faculty and staff of SJS pros ide the downtown
stores with an extremely good source of customers.
The fact that we do pour a great amount of income into the
area should be brought more into the light. No one single group
of people feasibly contributes more to the communitycultural.
ly or econotnically.
For this reason, it appears that the students should be given
more consideration by the city officials and the downtown merchants. There are many was, we can help each other.
The parking meters. for example. on Fourth. Fifth. Sixth.
and Seventh sts. serye no real purpose other than to provide the
city fund with small change and one dollar parking fines from
students who couldn’t make it back in time.
The college and the students could reciprocate by making
more cultural e%ents open to the public at little or no cost or
uorkiiil! in closer harmony on city good will or educational
proyet,
The way the fraternities and sororities pitched in on the
"Happy Hollow" project is an example of the cooperation the
college tan C
forth with. Over 200 man hours were donated
bs the sarious fraternities. Sororities sewed flags that will
be used in the park. The greeks went out of their way to help
the "Happy flolloys- ball get rolling.
The-’ idea. are only scratching the surface in an area that
is beneficial to all. What we need are leaders. organization, and
ideas but most of all the realization by the community that we
are not here -to be tolerated.**
The Editor
BROADWAY BOUND
HOLLYWOOD UP!’- -Mamie
Van Doren will star in a Broadway musical show "Sin, Sin,
Sin," which Atbert Zugsmith
’will produce next year. The gifted singer began her career as a
New York showgirl at the age
of 16.
The musical comedy will tell
about a congressional committee
which investigates a confessiontype magazine and is in’ turn investigated itself.

LONG TIME A -FILMING
HOLLYWOOD I UPI I - Walt
Disney’s wildlife drama "Jungle
Cat’’ was filmed by three topleel cameramen fur tvo years
in the rain forests of the Amazon basin in Brazil.
DIFFERENT APPROACH
HOLLYWOOD UPI Singer Beatrice Kay will make her
film debut in a dramatic role
in the Columbia Pictures re!,.
I ’rderworld
N "

Church
Slate

St. Thomas Chapel
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Worship Services

SundayI0:00 a.m.
at
CHRISTIAN CENTER
306 S. 10th at San Carlos

’Take A Car’
"0

NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
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Campus Instructional TV I3’roadcasts
Two
Weekend Shows on Channel 11
-No

KNTV telecasts this weekend’ will originate from the Instructional Television Center on
the San Jose State campus, Robert M. Diamond. coordinator of
the ITV, said today.
As part of the college’s "Perspective" program, Dr. Herbert
H. Sanders, professor of ceramic
art, will narrate the first SJS
telecast at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow.
The ceramic art program will

(mei. snme ni tile steps in eel:nine
making including pinch potting.
coil building and biscuit firing.
In the other program this weekend, "Explorations" will be an
audio-visual presentation of another art form: the use of materials
such as bulletin boards and flannel boards for teaching aides. It
will be sent from ITV on campus
via microwave to KNTV at 10
a m. Sunday.

CHURCH

service for students by
",,s stop at 7th and San
,-,r1 7th and San Carlos
m No charge. 0th.-o,o,res+ed ICY 4.74471

By Dee Boomer
Fine Arts Ed ’cm

students.
Fernando
at 9:30
stops as

to the printed flyer, the Regimental. Band of the
Coldstream Guards and the
pipes, drums and dancers of the
Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders will arrive in San Jose
"with the thrilling blare of
trumpets and the heart -catching skirl of the pipes," tonight
at the Civic auditorium at 8:30
p.m. They are slated to present
a "pageant" of marching ceremonies, music and Highland
dancing.
An evening of barbershop
quartet singing is scheduled for
Saturday night at 8:15 at the
Civic auditorium.
Also coming up at the Civic
is the jazz piano artistry of
Andre Previn Thursday evening,
Oct. 20, at 8:30.
Also the night of Oct. 20 at
’Palo Alto’s Loft theater, the
Peninsula light opera company
will present "HMS Pinafore" by
Gilbert and Sullivan at 8:30 p.m.

8:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
300 SOUTH 10TH
Cs--..- ott a. 7:15 a.m.
Every Thursday
as Announced
:abis’n Gambol’

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
(ta lored for students)
9:40 a.m. Perspective
"Campus Conquest"
COLLEGE NITE
(This Sunday 7:00 p.m.
Students Produce
Service
"The Claims of Christ"
G Winfield Bout, Minister
Charles Tyler. Minister
to Students

Spa
tatzaily
vatamowimmalmi.

Many are the articles one reads these days condemning the plea
ence of women in our colleges more appropriately titled, perhaps,
"College Is Wasted on Women."
Whoa, there! I don’t think education can be wasted on anyone.
Of course, if we evaluate education in the hard terms of its economic
worth, then It might seem foolish to provide women with degrees
they may never use . . at least. not to the extent of their masculine
competitors in the business and professional world.
So what? So what if Betty Cued drops out of basket -weaving
in her junior year and marries some bright young lawyer? At least
when he is confronted with her lovely pin-curled face over the breakfast eggs, she can talk about basket -weaving, instead of the Perry
Como show or some other public pablum.
So what if campus is the happy hunting ground for husbandhungry coeds? As a bachelor ’yell I would rather be hunted by a
gal with some brains and education than by some charming, witless
blot. For the sake of the kids, at least.
Oh yes, the kids. Not all the job of bringing them up can be
shoved onto the nurseries and public schools. Mama swings plenty
of weight in this department, and if she is a benighted, prejudiced,
unenlightened hausfrau, very likely her daughters and sons will follow in her plodding footsteps.
Worse yet, she’ll probably band together with more of her
friends in some meddling woman’s club, to propagate her foggy
views even further.
In these days of a high-priced standard of living, few husbands
will object to a little help with the bills. Education and professional
training will make her paycheck considerably fatter.
As for women’s job opportunities, they will follow the widening
pattern of the past 40 years. As we males continue losing our prejudices against the gentler sex, women can justifiably enter any field
they darn well please.
Remember the war years, when Rosie the Riveter launched Liberty ships? Women can du nearly any job men can, with the usual
obvious exceptions.
As for keeping women from our crowded colleges just so some
muddling thud -in-the-mud male can creep by the entrance exams,
this is ridiculous.
I’m for lowering the admission requirements for women and
raising them for men in the topes a more educated entourage of
femmes are available for the male, and that, as a result, the family
of the future may be better prepared to meet the world’s problems.
Bring ’em on.

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity. BI N. 2nd
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
9:25 and 11:00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
Ro.,,,r
W.

ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP

The Loft is located at Emerson
and Hamilton.
Tickets are now on sale for
performances of the Royal Ballet, formerly the Sadler Wells.
The company will dance at the
San Francisco Opera house
Nov. 4-13.
"Song Without End," the life
story of Franz Liszt, opened
Wednesday at the Stagedoor
theater in San Francisco on a
reserved seat basis. Dick Bogarde takes the part of Liszt in
the film and Jorge Bolet plays
his music "behind the scenes."
.ony orThe Oakland Sy
chestra will open its season
Wednesday. Oct. 19, 8:30 p.m.
at the Oakland auditorium theater. Soloist will be pianist Paul
Badura-Skoda.
For an unusual sight and
sound, George Wright will be on
the bench of the mighty Wurlitzer pipe organ at San Fran-

eiseris Fox theater at midnight
Saturday night.
Along the jazz circuit in S.F.,
the Original Inferior Jazz band
plus similar Dixie-oriented men
every weekend ’at Burp Hollow,
485 Broadway; Club Hangover.
729 Bush, has Earl "Fatha"
Hines on the piano; the Coffee
Gallery, Grant at Green, features Pony Poindexter on alto
sax and Bev. Kelly on vocal
cords; Chris Ibanez is on the
piano at the Executive Suite;
the Stan Foster quintet is playing at the Jazz Playroom Friday and Saturday nights plus
"jazz for breakfast" (novel) every Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m.;
Ornette Coleman is making S.F.
club debut along with Don
Cherry on trumpet at the Jazz
Workshop, 473 Broadway; at
the Kewpie Doll, Columbus at
Figueroa.
Ernie
Broadway,
Marty Marsala and Vince Cattolica and their dixieland.

TYPEWRITERS
and ADDING MACHINES

--ear

8 45 A.M.
11 00 A.M.
7.30 P.M.

SOLD

6:00 P.M. Din -a -mite 40c
7:00 P.M. "Gods of the Campus"
tr,&ogur, between. Dr. Whoaker (..,e.r.nger, Dr Karl

rir

Henry L
Campus M

THIS THURSDAY
12:30-1:30 ... Midweek Luncheon

REPAiRED

TRADED

ALL MODELS
Standard

4

THIS SUNDAY

RENTED

ALL MAKES

John M. Akers
George L. Collins
Pastor
Campus Pastor
lath & Sari Fernando

The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
205 EAST SANTA CLARA AT SthCY 2--3707

a
Swingline
stapler

’Drop Chain’ Barrier
Says Eating Student

no bigger
than a pack
of gum!

Editor: I would like I. take
this space to express my feelings against the "picket line"
placed in the cafeteria.
It would appear that this
chain is an attempt to keep us
independents and non-dorm personnel from making use of
three-fourths of the cafeteria
until mid -morning. As I sit here

’8k

Elsa Lanchester
Appears Monday
Elsa Lanchester, English born
actress-comedienne and wife of
actor Charles Laughton, will appear in "an intimate musical review" Monday night at 8:30 at
the Morris Dailey auditorium.
Accompanied by pianists Ray
Henderson and Don Dollarhide,
she will present "a bag full" of
her favorite songs, readings
from various authors and selections from her latest albums.
Miss Lanchester won two
Academy Award nominations for
her performances in "Come to
the Stable" (1949) and "Witness for the Prosecution" ’1958).
She also received the Foreign
Film Critics’ Golden Globe
award for the latter, in which
she appeared with her husband.
Reserved seat tickets are on
sale now only at the San Jose
civic auditorium, CY 3-0860.
Prices are $3.60, $3, $2.40, and
$1.80.
ROCK, KIRK TOGETHER
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Rock
Hudson will join Kirk Douglas
under The direction of John
Huston for the fabulous story
of "Montezuma." The two top
box office Personalities just completed "Day of the Gun" for Universal release.

’Including 1000 Staples
A do-it-yourself kit in the palm ci
your hand! Unconditionally gu,,
anteed, Tot makes book cove..
fastens papers, does arts
crafts work, mends, tacks... fl(,
of uses!
Buy it at your college bock stcr,

Swingltne Cub stapler,1,1 29

..giVt;1291(;;Ze:INC
Long isiend Lay, New York,N I.
GET A

SWINGLINE
AT
SPARTAN BOOK STORE
R GNI ON CAMPUS

FREE

FREE

FREE QUART OF MILK
OFFER ENDS OCT. 31

NEW YORK $149
STEAK
I

Portable

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
Portable and Manual
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Phone CT 3-5283

Salad and Baked Potato

EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$113

Students Must Show ASB Card

FREE DELIVERY

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 East San Fernando

Garlic Bread, Chili,

ALSO . . .

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

Wesley Foundation

writing this, I am
n.
tice that each person entering
the cafeteria this morning it,
according to where he sits, tram
the dwellings of the "dorm lif4,
ple."
Why don’t you simply
the chain and save us of the independent and fraternity and
sorority groups from having tn
bend over in order to find a seat
in the cafeteria which sli:.
individual tastes.
Earl W. Peck
ASH 11364

Includes:

6:30 Meeting
5:39 Supper
Speakers: Don Bates, Jacque Jewett,
Pat McClenahan
"Critical Issues on Campus
and in the World"

Sunday Services

Editor: In his letter of Oct. 11,
Roy Davis, physical education
major, asks, -How does two
hours of physical education per
week effect man’s vitality?" I
am not sure if P.E. will indeed
effect his vitality, -.although I
might agree with the conjecture
that it possibly could affect it.
Apparently concentration on
sports as the best means for obtaining the democratic citizen
leaves no time for acquiring
familiarity with the usage of the
King’s English.
Glenn G. Morgan
Asst. Prof., Political
Science
No 880

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.

Sunday Services

N.

Beta Eta chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha, men’s national music fraternity. will perform in recital
on Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. In the
Concert Hall.
The program to be presented
will be "Jesu, beuge doch mein
Herze," an aria from Cantata
No. 47 by Bach. sung by Robert
Madsen. baritone, and accompanied by Patrick McFarland.
oboe, and Ricardo Trimillos,
piano: Scherzo - Brilliante, by
Paul Jean-Jean. played by Rowland Scltwab. clarinet, and accompanied by Marilyn Beebe;
Suite for Saxophone and Piano
of MacDonald. played by William Trimble, alto saxophone,
accompanied by Lynn Howe.
piano.
Also included will be two
cello pieces. "Prayer" of Ernst
Bloch land Prelude from Suite
No. 3 of Bach. played by Stephen
Gebhart, cello, and accompanied
by Marilyn Beebe; the Scherzo
and Finale from the Trio. Opus
87, for two oboes and English
horn by Beethoven, performed
by Robert Gomez and Donald
Nelson. oboe, and Patrick McFarland. English horn; and Music for Saxophone, Bassoon and
Cello by Boris Koutzen. with
William Trimble, Jerry Dagg
and Stephen Gehhart performing.

WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.

,
Ald7CY 4-7447

A
1

To Effect an Affect?
Or Is It?

(Next to California Book Store)
FREE PARKING

Julian i Steaks
Fourth and Julian

Nest to Burger Bar

Friday. net.
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The SJS Young Republicans will
sponsor a campus speech by Mrs
Jewel Rogers who seconded the
,iranination of Richard Nixon for
president at the recent Republican
national convention.
Mrs. Rogers, who holds the post
if deputy U.S. attorney in Illinois
speak in the Inner Quad
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m., aceordiny,
to Liz Stone. president of the
Young Republicans.
In addition to SJS students. invitatIons base been extended to
members of the Young Republicans groups of Santa Clara uniersity, Stanford university, and
the University of California

It is predicted by Time magazine IR its current issue that the number of college stucampuses this fall will increase in 1970 to nearly twice the presdents who jammed
3,567.000.
enrolled
colly
In a report on higher education in California. the magazine specifically cites the

STUDENTS

TACO -ENCHILADA
TAMALE-TOSTADA

BBQ TACOS

26’
2F0225’
EACH

LARKS

TICO’S TACOS
FOURTH and ST. JAMES

E. SANTA

181

in COMM tTULATOR1
ARRANGEMENTS
Flowers 9 9 "
Gifts ? ? ?
Ctontainers ? ?
and Gadgets ? of

"PRESENTS"

1:11EE

DELIVER

Psi Chi. o.itional honorary society of psychology, will hold its ,
fall rush function for prospective I
members tomorrow, 8 p.m, at 167
S. 10th St., according to club President Don Sorensen.
Dr. Robert W. Zaslow, assistant
professor of psychology will speak
on the "Psychology of Thinking."
All graduate and undergraduate
students in psychology with a 2.5
overall grade point average and
3.0 average in graduate and psychology courses are eligible fur
membership.
The society has 123 chapter,
throughout the United States
which serve professional, social
and service functions.
Psi Chi and the Psychology department, co-sponsor the annual
Spartan Psychological Assn. meetings and a club picnic.

Dr. Miller Talk
Slated Monday

Biblical Discussion
At Christian Center
on the "Nature of
I
Authority" is slated for
T di p.m. Sunday at the Christian
center, 300 S. 10th St., announced
The Rev. Don Emmet, Presbyterian campus pastor of the United
Campus Christian Fellowship.
Mr. Emmel will lead the
cussion.

gaktitto
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imm.421eceep
chop
al Corsages
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CY 2-0462
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RE-ELECT

CLARK
L.
BRADLEY1

Bouquets

10th & Santa

The Young Democrats, youngest
sf the two campus political Ofganizatiuns, was officially recognized in February of this year,
but has moved into this year’s
presidential campaign with the
determination of a veteran political group
leaded by Pre-,,dent Robert
Crittenden, the YDs. who meet on
the first and third Wednesday of
each month have actively aided
I the loyal Immiocratic headquarters
in doing precinct e.ork, telephone
campaigning, mailing of campaign
literature, and any other of the
many tasks involved in getting
candidates on their way to hoped for offices.
Since their inception, the yDs
also have been active outside the
r local political scene by sending
representatives to various conventions. In February they attended
a Democratic state convention in
Fresno to hear the three leading
contenders for the Democratic
presidential nomination give their
views Also at that time they assisted in drawing up the California
Democratic party platform.
The campus YDs. who number 90
members. are aliio associated with
an auxiliary group called the
Spat-tans for Kennedy, which is
composed of students who support
Senator Kennedy regardless of
party affiliation. The latter group
has been especially active in the
campus campaign for Kennedy.

Clara

YOUR ASSEMBLYMAN

MELS
PALM
BOWL

28th DISTRICT
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR EXPERIENCE

Take a Bowling Break
The nest ’time you go out for coffee,
try a relaeing bowling break, too.
Melt puts the fun into bowling. 40
lans, restaurant and lounge. Mels is
the place for a bowling date. Mls
welcomes Co.rec and Intramural
groups.

I QUALIFICATIONS:
Former Sac Jose City Councilman
Former San Jose City Mayor
Four Terms in the Legislature
Lawyer By Profession
Donald Sidling, Chairmen
Bradley for Assembly Committee
Herrinum Ave, Saratoga

MELS PALM
BOWL
1523 W San Carlos St,

CY

4
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Documentary Film
On Israel Monday

Part Time Work
TELEPHONE SALES

St111(1ii1

Earn $2-53 per hour

October 16t11

$1.00 per hour guarantee

SEE 0111 SPE( \l. WINDOW .AND STORE
TODAY
DISPI, 11

The titudent

Psi Chi Rushing
fomorrow Night

Student
-iivi t ies Board memI hers will meet today at 2:30 p.m.
I in the Student Activities office,
ADM242, to interview candidates
I for a student government bulletin
board managerial position, according to Chairman Brent Davis.
Current SA13 members include:
AnIta Segador, recording secretary; Sharon Dee Forsell, corresponding secretary; Gary Ohm pia, ASH attorney; Dennis Chambers. bulletin board manager:
Steve Frohling and Pat Clark
represent ii t i yes-at -large.

Young Demos Help
Form State Slate

Tried
Regular
Filter
Tried
Cigarettes?
Other
Menthol
Cigarettes?

NOW!

any and every style, shape and size,
artistically and tastefully presented

.!tut I & Ssiit
Fernando

area high school seniors jammed the Inner
Quad last spring during an orientation program. Many of them
will be a part of the increased college enrollments predicted in
an article in Time magazine.
MORE THAN 1400

A receni document*. film on
Israel narrated by Drew Pearsor
I will highlight a meeting of the
Iiai Brith Hill& foundation Mon ,y, Oct. 17 at 8:00 p.m. at New ,is llall.
Plans for the formation of a
campus study group on Jewish
customs and beliefs will also he
discussed at the meeting of the
Jewish student group.
The meeting will be concluded
.i oh social and Israeli dancing
Refreshments will he served.

For the unique anti the unusual

for

Activities Board
Plans Interviews

Dr. Harold Miller, English department head, will speak at an
English majors’ lunch Monday.
Oct. 17, on the reasons for the
English or language arts major
graduation requirements, according to Dr. Ruth Lavare, assistant
professor of English.
At the 11:30 a.m. lunch in room
A of the Spartan cafeteria. Dr.
Miller will state why the college
why
meddling is inevitable," the maga- requires nine units of science,
"certain courses are stipulated for
zine reasons.
English majors," and why the
--foreign language requirement was
PIED PIPER COMING
instituted.
Burl
HOLLYWOOD f UPI
A question period will follow the
an
co-direct
and
in
star
will
Ives
talk, Dr. Lavare announced, and
Robert
of
American version
Engo, ’majors, language arts maBrownings’ The Pied Piper of jors and departmental faculty
unstill
is
Hamlin." The picture
members are invited, she said.
titled.

HOME OF THE
HAPPY HOT DOG

ar aRTAT4 DAILTS

YRs To Sponsor
Nixon Supporter

By ED RAPOPORT
Feature Editor
San .Jose State. now the 25th largest college in the nation. may see its present en.
rollment of more than 15.000 almost double by 1970if the present nationwide trend
io public higher education continues unabated.

BUD & TRAVIS

lqfirt

As Election Draws Near...

Nation’s College Enrollment
May Double in Ten Years

state’s
bulging needs for higherte- - educational institutions.
San Francisco state and San Diego
state.
’ONE A MINUTE’
But SJS has the largest enroll"Few states are growing faster
Earn your educational than California: whether by birth ment, now over the 18.000 mark,
or by migration, the population according to Time. SFS has 12,000
costs a simple way
increases by one a minute. Each students and SDS has 8191.
GO an education in the underwriting year California’s growth matches
Time’s description of SJS goes
business at no cost to you, We train,
like this:
the size of San Diego.
supervise and give you a complete
"Already it has the nation’s
TIME ON .SJS
course free while you make money. highest number of collegians (234,"San Jos; State, another feeder
Must be 21 years or over.
000) fulltime), and 80 per cent of
for the aviation -electronics industhem are on public campuses."
For interview see
Time attributes the increased try ... has a $4,000,000 industrial.
enrollments in public colleges to artsbuilding, an expanding so
Frank Crum and Associates
two reasons: It higher tuition 000.000 engineering center. II,
1153 Lincoln Ave., Room 10
fees in private colleges brought on ’diversified,’ it has 108 majo; San Jose
by increased education costs and from psychiatric technology to
full four-year course for police9:00 a.m. to 12 noon, or phone 2) the large number of war babies
men. (This is upposedly why San
for an appointment, CY 2-8882 now reaching college age.
Jose cops are so ’gentlemanly.’ s"
KERR PROFILED
The combined enrollment of the
The article also profiles to a
15 state colleges is 68,000 students.
great extent the man in whose approximately 20,000 more than
lap lies much of the planning for
Exclusive Peninsular
the enrollment in Cal’s seven uniadditional college growth in Caliversities, the article points out.
forniaClark Kerr, president of
Engagement
Since 1946, eight state campuses
the mammoth, seven-campus University of California.
have been added in California.
Time Describes Kerr as an "ex- Now Cal plans to add three new
FOLK MUSIC ’60
ceptionally persuasive man" with universities in its system by 1975
an "inner logic" for solving prob- at La Jolla, in Orange county and
CONCERT
in the state’s north central area.
terns.
The present Master Plan for
’NEW ORDER’
Higher Education is the brainThe Master Plan is establishing
child of Kerr, who was able to
bring armistice out of a clash be- the "new order" in California’s
tween Cal (with its seven cam- three systems of education --the
in Person
puses) and the 15 state colleges, top 121/2 per cent of high school
which also are state -supported but graduates are being accepted b>
on Stage
the University of California; the
owe no allegiance to Cal.
upper 33’3 per cent by the 15
COMPETITION STRONG
Stanford Theater
state senior colleges; and the reThe clash grew out of compet- mainder-- or approximately 662,
tition between the state colleges per cent by the 63 state juni,
colleges.
Palo Alto
and the Cal system, and the comThe plan, though envisioned h:
petition is still strong.
Tuesday Nite, October 25
State colleges no longer concen- Kerr, was drawn up by Arthin
G. Coons, president of Occidental
trate on- teacher training, but offer
college in Los Angeles, with the
2 SHOWS -7 & 9:15
many of the courses previously assistance of a master plan study
The
reserved for the universities.
team.
Sale at
courses, spurred on by California’s
The plan is supposed to work
Stanford Theater Boxoffiee exploding technology, range from under a super-coordinating comaeronautics to semantics and then mittee. But there is one big trousome, the report says.
ble, according to the article. The
San Jose State is in the top legislature passed the plan as
a
Say You Saw
three of California’s 15 state col- simple law, not a constitutional
leges, sharing the position with amendment. "so future political
Spartan Ad

14,

1883

MI:\ SIINDAN

Phones available in our modern
office for morning, afternoon,
evening and Serarday shifts.

( :Ypres 2 -8:112

Call Mr. Gill, CY 7-7779
For Tryout

Come Up...All The Way Up
to the MENTHOL MAGIC
of KOOL !

When your taste tells you
it’s time for a change,
remember: Only Kool
no regular filter cigarette,
no other menthol cigarette
gives you real Menthol Magic!

YOU FEEL A
NEW SMOOTHNESS
DEEP IN YOUR THROAT:

CI96/1, BROWN S WittlAuSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
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Stanford_

Friday. Oct. 14, 1900
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SJS Frosh Tangle
With Tribe Papooses
By Pt. I 1 11.1%
Feather,. could flv Dino/mos lllll
Nautoril lliuiii
o hen the re% amped San Jose State Ire, Ii nen wage a football or
against the Stanford ,rapooses in the 10:30 a.m. preiiinitiar to
main event.
Stanford is expected to greet the Spartabahes with one id
its finest froth elevens in recent years. But the San Jose delegation
is also repreestitatis e of one of SW best searlitig erops.
Chances are got.xi the contest
won’t be decided early. Stanford
has a trio of outstanding prep
quarterbacks and will probably
rely heavily on an aerial game.
tictires
Year
while San Jose claims a fleet of
1900 Stanford-35 San Jose- 0
swift backs and a passing attack
1900 Stanford-24 San Jose- 0
that could give the Papcoses fits
1933 Stanford-27 San Jose- 0
if it should jell.
1934 Stanford-48 San Jose- 0
According to reports from the
1935 Stanford-35 San Jose-- 0
Farm. Papoose mentor Dan
1948 Stanford-26 San Jose-20
1949 Stanford-49 San Jose- 0
Stavely is having trouble decid1950 Stanford-3:i San Jose-16
ing who will start for his club
1951 Stanford-26 San Jose--13
in its curtain -mixer.
Stanford is reportedly blesses! , 1952 Stanford-35 San Jose-13
with three teams of players with 1953 Stanford-54 San Jose- 0
1954 San Jose-19 Stanford-14
relatively equal ability.
One of the Papoose guard slots 1955 Stanford-34 San Jose-18
is already sewed up. however, by 1956 Stanford-40 San Jose-20
one Mary Harris. a 6-0. 200 pound- 1957 Stanford-46 San Jose- 7
er who’s already being compared 1959 Stanford-54 San Jose-38
Total Points - Stanford-530
with the likes of Bruno Banducci
San .lose164
and Paul Wiggin.
Total Games - Stanford- 15
Old Reds are landing Harris
San Jose- 1
In this manner, even though the
Ties-0
prep star has yet to perform in
1960 "000
a college game.
San Jose’s tentative starters include Dave Gardner and Dave fullback, while fleet Bob Bonds
Johnson at ends; Jack Duggan will start at flanker. Former
and Ralph Wenzel at tackles; Mike Alameda star Bob Farris will
Vawter and Jim Raby at guards open at the halfback post.
and Jay Nelson at center.
Halfback Del Olson. who starred
Co-captain Walter Roberts in the S.F. State contest, will be
will open at quarterback. Tom the other co-captain, according t.
Cousey gets the starting nod at Jones.

’II-Nrtstla TO CORSONL -

Dick

Passing, Speed
Key to Outcome

ROM
STANFORD S

(Continued from Page
posts will offer themselves is tal
gets for the San Jose aerial
tack which h.. Curtice and Cr
worried at the Indian reservati,

&CS

FIFTH IN NATION
Af le. last week, San
ranked filth in the nation
ing with 172 yards per grinii
direct contrast, the Spartan defense has only given up an as
ecage of 50 yards a game
,,pp:ming aerial attacks.
This statistic. alone.
a challenge to the "golden arm"
lof Norman, who last yea this"’.
for nearly 300 yards against t!
Spartans.
When the two teams till..
field at 1:30 tomorrow. pas!
ures will be forgotten as road,.
Titchenal and Curt ice make
up wills the s
I effort to
combination. San Jose’s mil
tory in the series was a
triumph in 1951

the Spartan-Indian

Indian -Spartan
Gr;d;ron Rivalry

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

S. 1st & Almaden
H. G. WELLS
THE TIME MACHINE
THE DAY THEY ROBBED
THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Starring ALDO RAN’

OCEAN’S 11

Wed.

and his 15.piece modern dance Isa

Music in
proficiency with the pencil insures continued assignments for

CARTOON ARTISTRY -Todd Phipers, junior journalism major

sketches

the newspaper. This one skillfully depicts Stanford’s passing
threat, quarterback Dick Norman, being "tied up" and
"grounded" by San Jose State’s Spartan.
*
*
*

commercial cartooning experience,

his first sports cartoon for the Spartan Daily. Phipers’

Spartan Daily Sports

Food
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Mister...
you’re going to wear
that shave all day!
START WITH THIS NEW FORMULA BEFORE 4 o’cloc’r
SHAVE LOTION,
aliC1C,/

out "tenderizing" your face, when you use
Pro -Electric Before -Shave Lotion. It contains
ISOPHYV to give your shaver extra glidepower
-refreshes you with thot brisk, bracing Old Spice
scent I.00 no federal tax.

THE "FERRARI"
dashing as the

raciest sports

car!

Built for speed and comfort on the open
road or open slopes! Brand new Martin
of California wash ’n’ wear poplin
jacket. Nylon tricot-lined and Curoninterlined for weightless warmth. Sporting stand-up knit collar with le
leather tabs

BIG BAND STYLE
SJS 75:
Gen. Adm. 1.50
BALCONADES BALLROOM
rl W. Santa Clara, 9 p.m. t I a.r,

it4F0 On eampug maailtilinan
"
(Author of"! Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The 31awi
etc.)
Loves of Dobie

WHAT TO DO TILL THE
PSYCHIATRIST COMES

Steve R
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AFTER THEIR.
5E C 011.1:) ELT rtx OVER 11-tE ITCD1114 ,
Rrvatc; WOK Vt\IL-4 IX 19541.1
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from Menlo Park, with no

Personality ;n Music’’

Steven Paul

HERCULES UNCHAINED

.

Red Watson
Deacon Shimmin
Mon. & Thurs. Nites

Mr

Jeffrey Hunter - Virginia Mayo

Authentic Bavarian
Music Every Night

r’!’4

41.001.Foorneeetftatses,40.41014,

THE PROUD ONES

America’s Vast Beautiful Hofbrau

’1

Dance Tonite
and Every Friday Nite.

Frank Sinatra -Dean Martin

-,,zsgap21312musaugulaggwvOld World Charm in Dining

Deacon Shimmin
Dixie Piano
Sun., Tues., &

come

THE BEFORE SHAVE LOTION
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et,thiroy 21.95)

Once upon a time at the University of Virginia there was a
coed named, oddly enough, Virginia University who was handsome and kindly and intelligent and ingeniously constructed
and majoring in psychology. N’irginia went steady with a young
man on campus named, oddly enough, Oddly Enough who was
supple and fair and lithe and animated and majoring in phys ed.
Virginia and Oddly enjoyed a romance that was as idyllic as
a summer day, as placid as a millpond. Never did they fight -r
never, never, never! -because Virginia, who was majoring in
psychology, did not believe in fighting. "Fighting," she often
said, "settle,. nothing. The scientific way is to look calmly for
the cause of the friction."
So whenever she and Oddly were on ke verge of a quarrel,
she used to whip out a series of ink blortests and they would
discover the true underlying cause of their dispute and deal
with it in an enlightened, dispassionate manner. Then, the
irritant removed, their romance would resume its tranquil,
serene, unruffled course.

’’c(ori /ke kid beforlyou’dit
After six months of this sedate liaison, Oddly was so ’wed
he could spit. He loved Virginia well enough, but he also believed that people ill love ought to fight now aial then. -If
opens the pores," he said ."And besides, it’s so Hindi fun making up afterwards."
But Virginia would not be provoked into it quarrel. I hie night
Oddly tried very hard. "Hey," he said to her, "your nose
like a banana, and your ears look like radar antenna, and onr
face looks like a pan of worms."
"My goodness, we’re hostile tonight !" said 1’irginia cheerf,
and whipped 120 Rorschach cards out of her reticule. "COMP,"
bile said, "let us examine your psychic apparatus."
Oddly tried again. "l’ou.re fat and dumb and disagreeable,"
he said, "and you’ll Ix. bald before you’re thirty."
"Ilinni," said Virginia thoughtfully and lit a cigarette. -TIM,
sounds like an anxiety neurosis with totianisin, anagogic trauma.
and a belt in the back."
"1 bate yom" said Oddly- "1 hate your
and your clothes
and your toenails and your relatives and the cigarettes pia

’’1
11.1..tt
rust’Yesee
k ciir"(1.k
: civil
tongue in your stupid bead when you talk about )1itrIborol
Nobody’s knocking that filter, that flavor, that pack or flip-iop
box while there’s breath in my body! It’s a full -flavored smoke,
it’s is dimity, it’s is dilly, it’s a gas - and anybody alio says a
word against it gets thip."
By "Ilds" Virginia meant is r-eries of combinatinns to the
I ead and liver, which sliP BOW delivered to Oddly and tunas/
on her heel and stormed away.
Oddly brought her down with a flying tackle. "I love you
with all my heart," he said.
"And Marlboro?" said she.
"And Marllsoo even more," said he.
And they kissed and plaited love knots in one another’s hair
iind were married at Whitsuntide and smoked happily ever after.
, I951 Si.. Mbolms

atiRtia!StriStrlitAt

F.3.
VALLEY FAIR, 2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

U L-

0 N.1

Boa ton can smoke happily -with Marlboro, or with
Marlboro’s unfiltered companion cigarette, Philip Morris mailable in regular size or the sensational new king size
Commander. flare a Commander- welcome aboard!

Bucs Win Series, Edge Yanks, 10-9

net 14

imn
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SJS Constant Underdog

Tribe Claims 15-1
Mazeroski’s Homer Does It
As A.L. Champs Blow Lead Margin Since 1900

is tar al at td
vation

By NICK PETERS, Sports Editor
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By LEO H. YETI 1!
\. t PI Sports Editor
PITTSBURGH I t PI
1 he Pittsburgh Pirates won their
Vk
oria series
35
1,1,
di" ilefemed the %, (on
ti r_t
home roil
%oak ankees, 10-9. on Bill Nlazeriiski’s
the sesenth and deciding game.
Mitzeroski’s home rim 1M Silt’ first pitch throt.ii Fp, right.
bander Ralph Tem in the ninth climaxed ,oie of the iriot ’Ira’
mat ii’ gullies in World Series Iiiston.
A three-run homer by catcher
Hal Smith of Pittsburgh highlighted a five-run eighth -inning :’all
which had given the Pirates a 9-7
lead before a crowd of 36.683 at
Forbes Field.
YANK COMEBACK
However, the Yankees rallied tol
tie the score at 9-9 in the top
of the ninth on singles by Bobby
Richardson, pinch-hitter Da le
Long and Mickey Mantle.
Mazeroski then decided matters1
in the last of the ninth with onel
swing of his bat.
This was Pittsburgh’s first
world baseball champion.ship since
1925 when the Pirates beat the
Washitigton Senators In seven
games.:
4
BERRA BLAST
UNSCORED UPON - Whitey
Before the Pirates rallied in the Ford, diminutive Yankee porfeighth, the Yankees overcame a sider, was the only New York
three-run deficit to go ahead 5-4 pitcher able to completely
on Yogi Berra’s three-run homer stymie the pesky world chamin the sixth.
pion Pirates. Ford pitched t8
They added two more runs off scoreless innings behind blister.
Pittsburgh reliever Elroy Face in ing, 10-0, 12-0, Yankee attacks
the top of the eighth and ap- to pick up a pair of victories.
peared headed for victory behind
little Bobby Shantz’ brilliant relief pitching.
foul fly but Mantle kept the rally
The Pirates had taken a 2-0 alive with a single off shortstop
lead in the first inning on Rocky Disk Groat’s glove, scoring RichNelson’s two-run homer and then ardson.
knocked out Yankee starter Bob
Berra then hit his home run.
Turley in the second when they
SHANTZ WEAKENS
scored two more runs.
Robby Shantz, the Yankees’ tiny
Bill Virdon drove in the last two left-hander, relieved Bill Stafford
Pittsburgh tallies with a single.
at the start of the third inning.
He weakened in the eighth and
SKOWHON SOLO
Bill Skowron narrowed the Pi- was removed in favor of right
rates lead by hitting a homer in hander Jim Coates, who yielded
the fifth and then the Yankees Smith’s home run with two rnin
exploded against Law and Face on base.
That put the Pirates ahead.
in the following inning.
Bobby Richardson opened the only to have the Yankees come
sixth with a single, and when Ku- fighting back to tie the score
Harvey Haddix, the little leftbek walked, Manager Danny
Murtaugh of the Pirates brought hander who was the Pirate.’
fourth pitcher in the game.
in Face.
He retired Roger Mans on a! credited with the victory.

Slab Star

KO OR’
It fail

ly vie 19 -14

DANNY’S DANDYS-Winning World Series
manager Danny Murtaugh can thank these three
stars for their key roles in bringing the baseball
championship to Pittsburgh for the first time in
35 years. Crafty relief ace Elroy Face (left),
although knocked around In yesterday’s finale,
"saved" three of the Pirates’ four wins with

ite
c"

some excellent clutch hurling. Second baseman
Bill Mazeroski (center) won yesterday’s decider
with a ninth inning lead-off homer, knocked in
two runs in the Bucs’ 3-2 fourth game triumph,
and hit a two -run blast to help win the opening
game. Sneaky southpaw Harvey Haddix (right),
won two games for the National League champs
including the seventh game in relief.

_
l’Rock,’ Craig Trade Punts

ba

THE HOT DOG
HOUSE

S 75c

BIGGEST DOGS
in the West . . .

)0 M

Enjoy Coffee in
Enormous China Mugs . . .

MEMII

Refills Sc
Between Third and Fourth
on Son Antonio

Men Smile as They
Leave VINCE’S . . .

they know there
is a work of art
under their hats
VINCE’S

11

BARBER SHOP
139 E. San Antonio

OPERATION
BUCK PASS!
Slacks --- 1 Buck

Jones-Norman Pass Duel
To Highlight Tribe Tilt
In %hat promises to be an outstanding air shi.w. Spartan
quarterback Mike Jones locks horn, with Statiford’s flinging field
general Dick Norman to ttttt rrow on the Indians’ home field.
Norman, slightly off his record.shattering 1959 pace with
AllAnterican Chris iiiirforil as the prime target, doesn’t have any
tonsistent receisers to pull in his losses this season.
As a result. the Indian QB hag. had seven passes intercepted
while completing only 44 per cent.*
of his aerials thus far this s,,,,
son.
Jones, on the other hand, I,
made good on 58 per cent of
1’60 aerials with only one opposil,
theft.
All-purpose back Skip Face IS
Julie Menendez takes his soccer
another major Indian threat. He’s team to Davis tomorrow, in hopes
the Big Five’s top receiver 112i, of kicking up a storm against the
fourth in rushing 16.4 avg.), fifth
in scoring 1161, seventh in punt- Cal Aggies.

Boo ers Try Cal
A
ggies at Davis

ing (37.81, and eighth in
offense (144 yards,.
PASSING
Att. Comp. Yds.
Name
Jones, SJS
38 22 271
89 39 404
Norman. Stan
RECEIVING
No.
Yds.
Name
12
109
Face, Stan
117
Burton, SJS
8
46
Williams, SJS
6
Wylie, Stan
116
5
PUNTING
No, Yds.
Name
280
Rockholt, SJS
16 700
Craig, Stan
7 265
Face, Stan
RUSHING
TCB Yds
Name
44
6
Blanco, 5.15
41
6
Burton, SJS
144
24
Face, Stan
109
23
Staubar, Stan
99
26
Johnson, 5.15
so 162
Dowd, Stan

total
Pct.
57.9
43.8
TD
o1

The Spartan hooters, who lost
their Northern California Intercollegiate soccer conference opener to Stanford al Palo Alto last
weekend, 5-1, are gunning for their
second win of the season. The
first came in a practice game
against the University of Santa
Clara.

Avg.
46.6
43.7
37.8

The Aggies got off to a
start in the NCISC with a
blank of San Francisco state,
are not highly regarded in
loop.

fast
6-0
but
the

Avg.
7.3
6.9
6.4
4.7
1.4
3.2

Abdul Mashal. Tony Zanatto
Jerry Koopman will lead
assault on the Aggie goal and
have help from Gordi,, Stroud
Joe Battaglini,

and
the
will
and

4Th; .‘".’e’,":-’"*Ait.114;;’’.44;t:P.1’.’’,
J:#11-ttiltVi.e.1.*.?tit,
,3’
44=1

,

About the only thing the Spartans will have going for them in
their game with Stanford tumorrow is the law of averages, as
SJS grid teams have dropped 15
of 16 decisions to their Palo Alto
neighlxirs since 1900.
If past scores are indicative the
"Big Red" should trample the
Spartans - averaging 36.3 points
in the 16 previous hassles as eornpered to the locals’ 10.3.
What is the reason for Stanford’s supremacy?
Ex -Spartan football coach Bol,
Iircnzan 11950-56, believes that
the Indians always play a
game against State.
"Even when Stanford has a
poor retard." he said, "it’s always an offensive threat with
Its top-notch passing attack."
Brunzata v,h0 was the winning
coach in the Spartans’ Ione triumph over the Tribe ,19-14 in
attributed that victory "to
the fine play of (41-1 Tiny Tere-,

Charlie Hardy. and Tom Louderhack" -- all presently vying fur
the Oakland Raiders.
Stanford Director of Athletirs
Chuck Tay lor, coach of the Indians that season, attributed the
defeat -to an over-all bad year
’on our part."
A 26-20 loss in 19411 and a 33-16
setback in 1950. aiming with the
’54 win. rank as the top Spartan
performances against the Indians.
ace,,r,hrig t,, Bronzan.
In 1950 Spartan backfield
coach Gene Menges, then the
S.11*, quarterback, combined with
end Hills Wilson for an 140-yard
which still stands us
t
a State Passing record.
I st N,-;,r’s clash resulted in an
,dielisi,e orgy. as the Tribe
scalped S.IS by a 54-38 count.
There is e%ery indication that
another high -scoring battle is in
1111 making tomorrow. If the law
holds out the Spar,; on the top end

Poloists Win 17-8,
Tiff Tribe Today

1 A & M Auto Repair

A

1/4,iilL

111,1

11.,11,

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
-student rotesf ’ ., ‘. ,.,,c1cr
CY 5 4247

11

a 10 goal second quarter sp,
some airtight defense. carried It
Spartan water poloists to
1’ win over San Francisco State yesterday at the locals’ pool.
The SJS aquamen. now 3-1 on
the season, meet a talent -mane,’
Stanford seven this afternoon a,
3:30 in the Indians’ tank.
In marked contrast to Wedn,-day’s 16-7 loss to Cal in which s1
fouls were committed. only
toots were heard in the Gator 5,,
tory, which made rookie coach A:
Lambert "very pleased with
play. especially the pressing de
d a-int: the first half."

Andy’s
LAUNDROMAT

Wash
Dry

20c
10c

Do If Yourself
and SAVE
95 Willow
Hamilton and Meridian
AN 3-9727 or AN 6-7192

RACING AND TOURING BIKES
8 & 10 Speeds
from the finest European manufacturers
’

Pautti Cycle.5
1435 The Alameda

r

‘\I ...V
;’ ‘’ ‘

CY 3.9766
..-1!’
- ’t ’

.4?tY--f)4,;%.,

’.

C1:
San ..To se , Santa L;lara
Sunnyvale Plaza, Taaffe al:, McKinley,

-

11:.4

A TRADtToew VP,. I ’111.6

Harriers Open Season at Stanford
oi I
Da% is, v,110
the best time in the intra-class
eross-country meet will carry the
Spartan hopes when Bud Winter
takes his -thinclads to Palo Altt,
today for the season opener with
the Indian distance men.
Dan Landers, who finished sec1,,
ond to

cti ’,II 1,, bt.,,,1 the locals to a win
over the Tribe.
Other top contenders for the
Spartans are Horace Whitehead.
Ralph Dykes, Alan Anetsky and
Ben Tucker.
All but Tucker were within a
minute’s time of each other over
the gruelling three mile course in
a -class

THE YAW LOOK
IN CARDIGANS

7 -HI

SPANISH KITCHEN
buy one pair at

39 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.
fegular

price, second pair I
buck. Three store buy mg power has given us
the opportunity to pass
on to you a substantial

savings above and beyond our famous 35%
discount. Cash in on
this special event. For

1

,71

limited time only.

S -P-E-C-I -A-L-

$1.55

and

DINNERS

3 ’

(with ASB card)
NOW

Enchilada Dinner
Spanish Kitchen Special
Tamale Dinner
Chili Colorado Dinner
Taco Dinner
Steak Dinner
Chili Verde Dinner
Chili Rellano Dinner
Chicken Dinner

$1.04
$1.25
$1.04
$1.04
$1.04
$1.25
$1.04
$1.04
$1.25

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

STUDENT
CLOTHING UNION

We Cater to Banquets and Parties

-:a

s

121 So. 4th

I

3

Saturdays & Sundays only

VAUGHN’S
San Jose

:

$1.75

Phone CY 7-9950

1.

Street Floor

;

t

-or Iv, -

ISPARTAN D111.Y

C.O.\ n,I

I

1 1,,

Model U.N. Signup Starts;
SJS To Represent Belgium
Sign-up will begin Monday
for San Jose State students interested in participating in the
SJS delegation this spring to the
Model United Nations meeting.
Dr. Raymond F. Stanley, associate professor of geography, announced today.

tions with Dr. Stanley in his office, CH229.
San Jose State will represent
the country of Belgium at the
mock U.N. meeting to be held at
the University of Oregon at Eugene. Dr. Stanley said.
92 REPRESENTATIVES
Students should place applicaManuel Oliverez, a member of

SJS Grad Louis Gutierrez Displays
Own Paintings in Art Building Gallery
,..,intings ot I.n
Gutierrez will be exhibited in the
school art gallery, A129, Oct. 14
through Nov. 1.
Gutierrez was graduated from
San Jose State in 1957 and then
received a master’s degree in art
from the Institut() Allende in 1958.
The gallery will he open from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through
Friday, and from 1:15 to 5 p.m.,
Sunday.
The exhibition includes the artist’s work from 1954 to the present done in oil, pastel, water color,

Spartaguide
TODAY
Arab-American Students
.
meeting. College Union, 6
Cireulo Castellano. init ’at ion
(ranee. Catholic Women’s center,
79 S. Fifth St.. 8 p.m.
TONIORROW
Bnal BrIth Hillel foundation,
motor pool to Stanford-SJS game.
in front of cafeteria. 11 am.
Spartan Chi. social with Stanford Chinese club at Stanford
Chinese club house, 8:30 p.m.
MONDAY
n-shman class, meeting, TIM:,
ii.m.
Junior class. tfleeting, S142, 3:30
p.m.
Pi Omega Pi, meeting, T11106,
3:30 p.m.
Newman Club. 79 S. Fifth at.,
; .11
meetinc. S142, 7 p.m.

iciiipcid and Conic cr,i)on. Eight een of the works are offered for
’ sale by the artist.
Guitierrez will be at the gallery
on Oct. 18, at 1:45 and 3 p.m., to
answer questions about his works.

Triologue Slated
For Sunday Meet
Of Church Group
’Two professors and a student
will discuss "Gods of the Campus" 7 p.m. Sunday during a meeting of the Wesley foundation at
the First Methodist church, 205
E. Santa Clara St., announced the
Rev. Henry Gerner, Methodist
campus minister.
Featured in the triologue are Dr.
Whitaker Deininger, associate professor of philosophy; Dr. Karl
Mueller, associate professor of psychology. and Martha Sleeper, senior class representative.
The triologue will discuss the
values of SJS students and faculty.
The triologue. is open to the
public.

!Sophs Set Speeches
’For ASB Offices

IN STOCKING FEET

Two -minute speeches by sophomore candidates for ASB offices
are slated when the class council
meets Tuesday afternoon at 3:30
in T1155, announced Dr. Warren
Fraleigh, adviser.
Each student at yesterday’s
meeting was requested by Dr. Freleigh to bring three other students
to the meeting Tuesday.
-------STARTING EARLY
DenHOLLYWOOD tlIPI I
ny Kaye already is rehearsing
fir his Oct. 30 television performance on an hour-long spectacular on CBS -TV.

last year’s delegation and co-chairman with Sam Obregon for the
1961 meeting said "The 92 countries of the United Nations are
represented at the mock U.N. by
colleges from the western section
of the United States.
"It is a wonderful opportunity
for a student to participate in the
Model U.N. because it will give
him insight to the real happenings
at the world assemblies and he will
appreciate more the work done in
the real United Nations."
Last year the SJS delegation
represented Lebanon in the mock
U.N. held at the University of
California campus in Berkeley. The
SJS group was chosen as chairman of the important Afro-Asian
bloc and was instrumental in seeing that several of the’ section’s
resolutions were passed by the
"general assembly."
EXTREME CHALLENGE
Oliverez said the SJS delegates
will be facing an extreme challenge in representing Belgium because of the recent flare-ups in
the Congo. "These items won’t be
settled by. spring," Oliverez said,
"and we’re going to have to relate
and defend Belgium’s colonial policies."
Students who are selected for
the delegation by a screening
board will receive one unit of
credit for the expenses-paid trip.
A one-hour weekly session will
be held during the spring semester
to discuss latest developmtnts
within Bulgium and the United
Nations and for the various students to present their research
findings.

Students do not have to be poFrosh Candidates
litical science or law majors to
participate in the Model United
Will Speak Today
Freshman class candidates will Nation,.
; give speeches today at their class pmeeting in TH55 at 3:30 p.m., aeYour College Shopping
cording to }teed Jones, presidint:
lofficer.
Guide at a Glance
All freshmen are encouraged to
take advantage of the opportunity
Spartan Advertisers
I to meet the candidates, he said

Classified Rates:

pounding it instead on his desk in protest of a speech he disliked.

To Place an Ad:

Job Interviews

2k ilno first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

Diet Candy
Large Selection
153 S. First
Co 7 8930

SAM’S

TOWN AND COUNTRY
HAIR STYLISTS
CY 4-9934

14 Almaden

at 14112rs.n11 T. HendeBiisimn.a, ic..,.%s,i,l.l
elate professor of English and di rector of the college writing clinic,
will speak, according to Mrs. Robert Woodward, publicity chairman
Mrs. Henderson, Fulbright leo.
dtuesrecrribfeorwoameynearfroimn several countries whom she encountered on a
trip around the world.

Men students, evcellent food.
privrleges. clean. 357 S. 13th
5-5305.
Men students, evcellent food, nice r"
680 S. 5th. Ph. CY 3-7453.
Nr. College, lq. 4 rm. apt., 4 girls col
lage couple or 2 teachers, reascnat
rent. 445 S. 8th St.

Nr. College, spacious, attrac., (urn
pd.. furnace, fireplace, very reasor.,Lle
2 to ,4 people. 99 S. 12th St.
Fare. 2 bedroom apt. 420 S. 7th St. CY
Nolo student to sh. Ige. mod. ap
7-1529.
2 others. dire to campus. Bob Hs
apt.
bdrm.
2
share
to
mon
Need 2
after 6. 6911 S. 9th St. or CY 4-109
$32.50. 495 E. Williams after 6 p.m.
Furs, opt. 2 bedrooms, water and oar.
Furn, or us garage apt. for two, all bills baqe pd. 453 S. 9th St: CY 3.3431. or
Ave.
Minor
pd. Very reas. 609
AN 6.8726.
BRAND NEW I & 2 BR. APTS., FURN., Furn. Rms. Male Studgnts, Kit, Priv, $10.
NEAR COLLEGE. 460 S. 10th, one of 15. Call CY 3-3088.
best apts. in San Jose. Sound -proof
covered vinyl floors & tile. Built in elect. Swimming pool, 3 blks, to campus. I
& ash kits. Sealy comfort beds. deluxe bdrrn. (urn, apt., Ige. rms., incl. .lar.
well to wall carpets. Glass shower doors. part Utii. $35 per student. 686 S et), or
Ash book cases. $120 and up per rno. call CY 3.8864.
DISSATISFIED WITH PRESENT LOCAopt, near colleoe 2r’s
TION/ See Us, call at apt 1 CY 3.4221, Now 2 bedroom
on 6th. Wall to wall carpnt:na’,
Allowances can be made for pre-paid blockselectric
ktichen, draperies. all nerr
new
rent.
furniture, sound proof walls end celins,
Girl to share apt., piano, pool. at 431 S. plus numerous extras, Call Spartan Pnntal
Service, Days CY 7-8877, eye. CY 7 -Ill I.
11th. apt. No. 4. call CL 1.0781.
Itonfals

Note: interviews are held in
Don Steal, president ot the SJS
John Knox fellowship, will speak the Placement office, Adm234.
Appointment lists are put out hi
Sunday on "The Claims of Christ"
advance of the interviews. Stu
at the Westminster Presbyterian dents are requested to sign up
church, according to Charles R. early.
Tyler, campus minister.
The
TUESDAY
church is on The Alameda at ShasSan Bernardino Al r Materiel
ta.
area, interviewing industrial, mechanical, electrical and electronic
At the 7 p.m. services will be
engineering majors from 9:15 a.m.
two other members of the fellowto 4 p.m.
ship, the college group of the
church.
Terry McVey will lead hymn
singing with piano accompaniment
Look Your
by Sally Sohm.
Prettiest
Willow Glen, unfurn. 1 & 2 bdrrn. apt..
w/w carpet, drapes. elec. bit. in kit.,
COMEDIANS CAST
for
garbage disposal, water B. garbage pd.
1273 Pedro St.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
The
"PRESENTS"
comedy team of Wally Brown
3 Girls need roommate in col. approved
and Alan Carney has joined
housing. Spartan Rentals. S. 9th St. CY
Walt Disney’s "Absent -Minded
20’ Discount for coeds 7-8877.
Professor." starring Fred Maealit,. between 6.7 daily. 267
with student body card S.Boyshome
Murray, Nancy Olson. Ed and
12th. CY 7-9697.
Keenan Wynn and Tommy Kirk.
Esc
,
,ent
7 Roorn house for rent. 2 bedr. bath kit
reas. offer accepted. Phone CY 5.9720.

HAPPY HOUSE SHOP
Furore of the Week!

The Faculty Wives club of SJS
agabos
wi obeginrs itsrdyear o f activity600%With
smorgasbord at the Golden
restaurant in Los Gatos, Saturday

CLASSIFIEDS

MAKING ANGRIEST SPEECH of Ens American visit, Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev demands that the full Assembly of
the United Nations rather than the Political Committee be the
forum for disarmament debate. Later in the day he threatened
to hurl one of his shoes at U.N. President Frederick H. Boland,

Knox Fellowship
President To Talk

SJS Faculty Wivess
Plan Smorgasbord

Per tele
Will sell, lease on dorm room ’,tr.’, ^..1
se,. Includes meals. Bryce Thr,-;
Hall, Re,. i22 B. CV 4-297.
’Si Impala come. wh1te. loaded. 51’)50
AM 2-0301 alter 6 AX 6-5361.
Typewriter, Olympia portable, Dr
$70. CH 3.3518 Eves.
Reg. Ger. shors ,mp,-,t 10 my s p,
obed. trained 2368 Mammoth. SA.,

Girl to buy approved housing con. for
remain of semester. CY 2.7947,

Young lady
Girl to share fur, mod, apt, w/2 others, parents wor.
af.er 4 p.m.
nice location. CY 24115.

a ^..

C.

Furs. 1 & 2 bedroom apart. 652 S. 4th. Accurate typing (pica). 170 S.
x 4 7994 Pens"’’’
CV 4 5085 AW 2 3470

GRAND OPE ING
OF

TOM & LARRY’S PIZZA PARLOR
SANTA CLARA & 34th STREETS

PIZZA
1/2 PRICE

Miscellaneous

Dancing to
Modern Arts Trio

GRAND OPENING FRI. OCT. 14

